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Abstract

Nonhuman primates (NHP) provide crucial biomedical mod-

el systems intermediate between rodents and humans. The

vervet monkey (also called the African green monkey) is a

widely used NHP model that has unique value for genetic

and genomic investigations of traits relevant to human dis-

eases. This article describes the phylogeny and population

history of the vervet monkey and summarizes the use of both

captive and wild vervet monkeys in biomedical research. It

also discusses the effort of an international collaboration to

develop the vervet monkey as the most comprehensively

phenotypically and genomically characterized NHP, a pro-

cess that will enable the scientific community to employ this

model for systems biology investigations.
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Introduction

T
he vervet monkey is a critical nonhuman primate

(NHP) model system for biomedical research, and is

particularly widely employed for investigations of

brain and behavior, metabolism, and immunity. Its interest to

immunologists and virologists derives mainly from its status

as the most abundant natural host of simian immunodeficien-

cy virus (SIV). Confusingly, primatologists typically employ

the term “vervet” to refer to the entire genus Chlorocebus, a

usage that we employ here; immunologists and virologists

typically restrict the usage of this term to members of the

subspecies (or species) C. pygerythrus, using the term “Afri-

can green monkey” (AGM) to refer to the genus as a whole.

In this review, we describe the steps that we and other mem-

bers of an international collaborative effort have taken to de-

velop this species into a comprehensive NHP model for

systems biology. These steps include comprehensive pheno-

typic, genetic, and genomic characterization of large study

samples of pedigreed vervets assessed in research colonies

as well as independent vervets assayed in wild populations.

In this article, we first review the motivation for creating an

NHP systems biology model, then discuss the specific fea-

tures of the vervet that are most relevant to the design and de-

velopment of such a model, and finally, describe the

progress so far in using the vervet to elucidate the biological

underpinnings of phenotypes relevant to human diseases.

WhyWe Need NHP Systems Biology
Models, andWhy the Vervet Is Ideal for
This Purpose

Trait Conservation between Humans and Model
Animals

The importance of NHP models for biomedicine is becom-

ing increasingly apparent, as are their advantages over rodent

models (Figure 1). Humans and monkeys share extensive

conservation ranging across various levels of biological
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organization—from genome sequence and structure through

molecular pathways to complex physiological and behavioral

traits. NHPs provide models of human biology, behavior,

and disease that cannot be approximated by other model sys-

tems, which, for some traits, are simply too different from

that of humans. For example, inflammatory processes that

are central to a wide range of diseases use molecular path-

ways that are particularly divergent between humans and ro-

dents. Such differences may explain the failure in human

trials of recently developed agents for treating sepsis (Coe

1993; Maestripieri and Hoffman 2011; Seok et al. 2013; Wil-

liams et al. 2007). Other variables for which the wide diver-

gence between rodents and humans may make NHPs better

disease models include diet, circadian rhythms, social struc-

ture, and susceptibility to major pathogens. Additionally,

Old World monkeys (OWMs), including vervets, share with

humans endocrine characteristics such as a menstrual cycle

and the experience of menopause, making them well suited

to model hormonal effects on disease vulnerability and sex

differences in disease expression, especially coronary artery

atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes. Most OWMs develop

atherosclerosis if fed a typical American diet and develop

obesity and impaired glucose tolerance that progresses in

some individuals to type 2 diabetes. The inadequacy of ro-

dent models of such phenotypes dictates the use of NHPs

and mitigates their limitations.

Different Applications of NHP and Rodent
Models

Mouse research mostly models human diseases by recapitu-

lating human mutations and probing for their phenotypic

impact. Despite the many discoveries obtained through such

models, the biological differences between rodents and hu-

mans have often precluded the identification in mutant mice

of phenotypic features that are central to human diseases.

NHP disease models are intrinsically different: we do not ex-

pect to find exact vervet homologues of variants putatively

associated with disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, or

type 2 diabetes. Instead, research in vervet study populations,

as with most NHP investigations, focuses on understanding

the basis of quantitative phenotypes hypothesized to be im-

portant components of complex human disorders. These in-

vestigations include both epidemiologic and genetic studies,

as well as preclinical evaluations and both drug and vaccine

testing.

The Opportunity in NHPs to Conduct Studies
That Are Infeasible in Humans

Although investigations of quantitative phenotypes in hu-

mans have been highly informative (e.g., in discovering ge-

netic associations), they are limited by the infeasibility of

controlling environmental exposures and of conducting inva-

sive procedures, such as large-scale collection of tissue sam-

ples from internal organs. NHP models, by contrast, offer

the opportunity to elucidate biological pathways (e.g.,

tissue-specific gene networks) underlying quantitative phe-

notypic variation. Such pathways can then become a focus

for human translational research. In contrast with human

studies, investigations of captive NHPs can control diet and

other environmental factors, manipulate genetic relation-

ships, sample all types of tissues, and employ physiologic

and pharmacologic manipulations.

Figure 1 Nonhuman primates (NHPs) as intermediate models between human and rodents. NHPs are indispensable models for biomedical re-

search because of their close phylogenetic relationship to humans, as reflected in their high conservation with humans in terms of genomic se-

quence and structure, physiology, behavior, susceptibility to diseases, and other phenotypes. At the same time, NHPs may be employed for

longitudinal and invasive investigations that are impractical or unethical in humans.
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Vervet as a Model NHP Species

Vervets are extraordinarily adaptable, inhabiting most of

sub–Saharan Africa (except deserts and tropical forests) and

are perhaps the most populous African NHP. For these rea-

sons, vervets are good model for investigations of adapta-

tions to local environments (e.g., physical conditions, diet,

pathogens) and for large-scale population studies. Addition-

ally, they are widely and increasingly employed in biomedi-

cal research internationally, with a PubMed citation record

(over the past 10 years) close to that of rhesus macaque and

greater than that of any other NHP. The growth in use of the

vervet model derives in part from the fact that it provides an

alternative to the Indian-origin rhesus macaque, of which

there is now a critical shortage for biomedical research. In

contrast, vervets (particularly those descended from feral Ca-

ribbean populations) are abundant, disease-free, and easy to

handle. The vervet is similar to rhesus macaques in behavior

and physiology (Coe 1993; Disotell 2000; Raleigh et al.

1992; Ziegler and Bercovitch 1990), is more accessible

(from Caribbean populations), is less expensive, and is ac-

companied by fewer health and safety risks (Baulu et al.

2002; Gordon et al. 2005). Most important, several features

of the vervet genome and population history make it unique-

ly valuable for genetic and evolutionary investigations, as

discussed below.

Phylogeny of Vervets

Vervet Taxonomy

The Cercopithecidae or Old World Monkey (OWM) family

includes the tribe Cercopithecini (which includes vervets)

and the tribe Papioni (which includes macaques and ba-

boons) and diverged from the family Hominidae (which in-

cludes humans and apes) approximately 23 million years

ago (Goodman et al. 1998). The two OWM tribes separated

from one another about 11 to 12 million years ago (Tosi

et al. 2005).

The time of differentiation of the vervet from other mem-

bers of its tribe is estimated to be about 1.5 to 3 million years

ago, based on molecular phylogeny analyses from 54 nuclear

genes in 191 primate taxa (Perelman et al. 2011) and similar

analyses from mitochondrial genome data (Wertheim and

Worobey 2007). Although there is growing consensus that

Chlorocebus constitutes a distinct genus, this remains a mat-

ter of debate. Morphologic data have not resolved whether

its members form a single species (aethiops) with five major

subspecies (aethiops, AKA grivet; cynosuros, AKA mal-

brouck; pygerythrus, AKAvervet; sabaeus, AKA callithrix;

tantalus, AKA tantalus) and one subspecies limited to a

small mountainous zone in Ethiopia (djamjamensis, AKA

the Bale monkey) or comprise distinct species. Documented

inbreeding between subspecies supports the former taxono-

my, which we use here; this has mainly occurred in narrow

contact zones in areas of recent deforestation (Detwiler et al.

2005; Mekonnen et al. 2012). The new availability of geno-

mic sequence for several members of each of the major ver-

vet subspecies may soon enable clarification of these

taxonomic controversies through population genetic

analyses.

Vervet Populations of the Caribbean

Much biomedical research on vervets focuses on descen-

dants of a small number of monkeys brought as pets from

Africa to the Caribbean islands of St. Kitts, Nevis, and Bar-

bados in the 17th and 18th centuries (Allen 1911; Denham

1987; Horrocks 1986; Poirier 1972; van der Kuyl et al.

1995). Vervets on these islands established feral populations,

which, in the absence of predators and major African patho-

gens, have expanded to levels estimated at more than 50,000

(Jasinska et al. 2012). These feral populations may represent

one of the most dramatic examples in any primate species of

expansion after a population bottleneck. This pattern of

growth is similar to, but more extreme than, that observed in

human population isolates that have been exceptionally valu-

able in genetic mapping of disease-related genes (Peltonen

2000). As in these human populations, in Caribbean vervets

the degree of interindividual genetic variation that has sur-

vived the bottleneck is more than sufficient for the purposes

of genetic mapping (Freimer et al. 2007; Jasinska et al.

2012). A second bottleneck occurred in the founding at the

University of California–Los Angeles (UCLA) of the largest

vervet research colony, the Vervet Research Colony (VRC),

beginning in the 1970s, from 57 founders brought from

St. Kitts and Nevis, as discussed in more detail below

(Figure 2).

Intraspecific Molecular Phylogeny of Vervet

The sequencing of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene in

more than 100 monkeys from Africa and the Caribbean has

provided initial insight into the genetic diversity of Chloro-

cebus (Haus et al. 2013). They identified nine major clades,

which reflect geographic distributions rather than taxa, and

also confirmed hybridization between subspecies in contact

zones. Consistent with historical evidence that St. Kitts mon-

keys originated from West Africa (van der Kuyl et al. 1995),

the mitochondrial data revealed that Caribbean monkeys are

most closely genetically related to sabaeus from Senegal and

Mauritania and more distantly related to sabaeus from Gha-

na and Burkina Faso (Haus et al. 2013). The mitochondrial

data provide an incomplete picture of vervet phylogeny, giv-

en that they reflect only maternal inheritance; a more com-

plete understanding of this phylogeny will emerge from

whole-genome sequencing studies currently underway in

several vervet populations and the VRC (Table 1). The rela-

tionships between African vervet subspecies is of great im-

portance to biomedical research; these relationships are

important to our understanding of the host-dependent
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evolution of SIVagm, perhaps the most diverse lentivirus

infecting NHPs (Kuhmann et al. 2001; Wertheim and

Worobey 2007).

SIVagm Diversity in Vervets

Primate SIVs are very old (Worobey et al. 2010). Initial phy-

logenetic classifications of SIV described six distinct lineag-

es (Courgnaud et al. 2001; Hirsch et al. 1995). More recent

investigations, including molecular characterization of SIV

strains from a much larger number of NHP species, suggest

that these distinctions may be somewhat arbitrary. Classifica-

tions that include such recent data continue to show that

SIVagm strains form a single clade in relation to strains from

other NHPs (Bibollet-Ruche et al. 2004); however, the mo-

saic genome structure in viruses from West African sabaeus

indicates that, in the past, recombination occurred with diver-

gent lentiviruses from other NHP hosts (Jin et al. 1994).

Each vervet subspecies is typically associated with a differ-

ent strain of SIVagm: SIVagmVer in pygerythus, SIVagmSab

in sabaeus, SIVagmTan in tantalus, and SIVagmGri in ae-

thiops. Cynosorus is the only major vervet subspecies in

which SIVagm has not yet been characterized. Little is

known about virus diversity within each vervet subspecies

except pygerythrus. Ma et al. (2013) recently conducted the

first large-scale characterization of the SIVagmVer sequence

in vervet populations in South Africa. This study revealed

that two geographically distinct vervet populations, which

are separated physically by the Drakensberg Mountains, car-

ry different viral variants. Given the very old age of these

mountains, this deep phylogenetic split between the two vi-

ral strains suggests that the virus was present in the ancestral

vervet populations when they arrived in this region and since

then have been effectively separated from each other by this

physical barrier. Molecular clock analyses of the SIVagm

env and pol gene sequences in South African pygerythrus,

place the most recent common ancestor of South African SI-

Vagm strains several hundred thousand to several million

years ago (Ma et al. 2013). These results evidencing a very

old origin of SIVagm suggest a long coexistence of the host

and pathogen, which might have led to major adaptations to

diminish virus pathogenecity. In this respect, the old and

new hybridization zones represent interesting examples of

not only host gene flow but also exposure to SIV strains

from other subspecies.

The Vervet as a Biomedical Model System

The wide range of biomedical investigations of the vervet

have focused on populations from the major subspecies in

Africa, the vervets inhabiting the Caribbean islands, and the

Caribbean-derived vervets brought to the United States to

form the VRC. We describe here examples illustrating the

use of the vervets for research in each of these three settings.

The Vervet in HIV/AIDS Research

Because the vervet is the most abundant natural host of SIV,

a close relative of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), it

is of growing importance in HIV/AIDS research, forming

the focus of several types of investigation, in large part con-

ducted in African vervet populations.

Resistance to Immunodeficiency in SIV-Infected Vervets

Like other African natural hosts of SIV, when infected with

their species-specific SIV, vervets typically do not progress

to immunodeficiency (Hahn et al. 2000; Pandrea and Apetrei

2010; Pandrea et al. 2008; Pandrea et al. 2009). In stark con-

trast, humans, as recent HIV hosts, and rhesus macaques, as

nonnatural hosts of SIV, almost always develop AIDS upon

infection. In these “progressing” species, chronic immune

activation drives CD4+ T cell loss and immunodeficiency,

whereas natural hosts, despite high levels of viremia, sustain

healthy levels of CD4+ T cells and low immune activation.

Figure 2 Effect of genetic bottlenecks on genetic architecture in

the Caribbean vervet. The Caribbean vervets employed in biomedi-

cal research include those living on the islands of St. Kitts, Nevis,

and Barbados, as well as those brought form St. Kitts and Nevis to

the University of California–Los Angeles to found the Vervet Re-

search Colony (VRC). The history of the VRC includes two genetic

bottlenecks, the first beginning in the 1600s when vervets were

brought from West Africa to St. Kitts and Nevis, and the second be-

ginning in the 1970s when wild caught animals from both islands

were used as founders to establish the VRC. The figure provides a

schematic representation of the effect of genetic bottlenecks on the

genetic architecture of the Caribbean vervet. The pie charts within

each circle depict polymorphic loci in each setting. The number of

polymorphisms is presumed to be reduced through the progressive

bottlenecks, as shown by the decreasing number of pie charts. The

proportion of genetic variance within the population represented by

a single locus is presumed to increase as the number of polymor-

phic loci decrease, as illustrated by the size of each pie chart. Genet-

ic drift may dramatically alter the allele frequencies of the

polymorphic alleles remaining after the bottleneck, as shown by the

gray/black distributions in the pie charts.
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The differences between pathogenic (in nonnatural or recent

hosts) and benign (natural host) courses of lentiviral infec-

tion could be important for the development of novel thera-

peutic strategies for curing AIDS. It is believed that natural

hosts exhibit a benign course of infection because they de-

veloped protective adaptations through at least several hun-

dred thousand years of host–pathogen coevolution, and

therefore they provide valuable model systems for investigat-

ing host factors restricting lentiviral infections (Worobey

et al. 2010).

Unlike African vervet populations that are heavily infected

with SIV, Caribbean vervets are free of SIV, and most likely

have been removed from exposure to the virus for at least ap-

proximately 70 to 90 generations (since the time of their in-

troduction to the Caribbean). Although there is no obvious

difference in their response to SIV, compared with that of Af-

rican vervets (Pandrea et al. 2006), it is hypothesized that

without the selective pressure represented by SIV, Carribean

vervets may display a different frequency of genetic alleles

that protect against immunodeficiency after infection. Ver-

vets, unlike other natural hosts, are not endangered and are

simple to import into the United States. They thus provide an

excellent model for experimental study of the immune re-

sponse after initial infection.

Resistance to SIV Infection in Natural Vervet Populations

Ma et al. (2013) recently identified an additional protective

process against SIV infection in wild African vervet

populations—resistance to acquiring SIV infection. Human

studies of HIV infections have shown that some at-risk indi-

viduals remain uninfected despite a high exposure to HIV. In-

vestigation of such exposed seronegative (ESN) individuals

could identify mechanisms of natural resistance to infection,

which in turn could lead to novel strategies for prevention and

treatment for HIV/AIDS (Fowke et al. 1996; Imagawa et al.

1989). ESN studies in human cohorts are limited by the lack

of homogenous human cohorts large enough to address corre-

lates of natural immunity (including genetic, mucosal, im-

mune, and microbiome parameters), ethical constraints on

invasive sampling and experimental interventions, and lack of

feasibility of establishing prospective ESN cohorts. These

limitations of human studies could be addressed by develop-

ment of an NHP model for ESN studies, a need recognized by

the US National Institutes of Health (Young et al. 2011).

The vervet is the only primate known to display a common

ESN phenotype. Epidemiologic data on SIV prevalence in

populations of South African pygerythrus have shown that

heterosexual contacts are the main route of SIV transmission

in natural vervet populations and adult reproductively active

females form a high exposure group. Despite their massive

SIVexposure through sexual activity, however, 20% of adult

females remain uninfected, suggesting the presence of natu-

ral resistance to SIV infection in vervet populations.

The discovery that ESN is much more frequently observed

in vervets than in humans creates an opportunity to develop

new research strategies for viral resistance studies (Table 2)

using the natural meta-population of African vervets as a

Table 1 Ongoing whole genome sequencing (WGS) projects in wild and captive vervet populations

Geographic group 1× WGS* 4× WGS* 10× WGS* 30× WGS* Total No. of vervets

Caribbean

sabaeus from St. Kitts 0 32 0 0 32

sabaeus from Nevis 0 12 0 0 12

sabaeus from Barbados 0 4 1 0 5

Africa

sabaeusGambia 0 20 1 1 22

sabaeusGhana 0 2 1 0 3

tantalus CAR 0 10 1 0 11

aethiops Ethiopia 0 15 1 0 16

cynosuros Zambia 0 15 1 0 16

pygerythrus Tanzania 0 1 1 0 2

pygerythrus Botswana 0 2 0 0 2

pygerythrus Kenya 0 4 0 0 4

pygerythrus South Africa 0 48 0 1 49

Caribbean origin

VRC pedigree 301 409 0 17 727

The numbers in the column headers indicates the targeted depth of genomic coverage in WGS. VRC, Vervet Research Colony.
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Table 2 The vervet exposed seronegative (ESN) model: features that differentiate the investigation of ESN in vervets compared with humans.

Issue Human ESN studies Vervet ESNmodel

Infection
prevalence

Up to 30% of young adults are HIV infected in the most heavily infected
countries (sub-Saharan Africa)

>70% adults are SIV infected in the African vervet metapopulation

ESN Up to 5% among heavily exposed individuals Approximately 20% among heavily exposed individuals

Power The heterogeneity of human cohorts (different level of exposure, route
of transmission, ethnic diversity) prevents combining cohorts for
meta-analysis

The high prevalence of the SIV resistance phenotype permits establishment of
sizable ESN cohorts

Systems biology
approach

Ethical limitations on invasive sampling
Unknown environmental variables
Incompletely genetically characterized cohorts

Flexibility in sampling of wild and captive animals
Availability of captive colonies derived from local wild vervet populations
Uniformity of conditions in vervet colonies reduces environmental variability
and increases the accuracy of biological measures

Early response
study

Early immune response is an important factor in determining the
clinical course of disease but is difficult to measure in humans

Experimental infections in SIV-naive captive vervets will permit tight control of
timing, dose and route, number of exposures, and multi-system mechanistic
investigations

Prospective ESN
cohorts

Not feasible Already initiated through sampling of large cohorts of SIV-naive juvenile vervets,
which were microchipped and returned to the wild to enable follow up in the
future (Jasinska et al. 2012)

HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; SIV, simian immunodeficiency virus.
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model for ESN studies. A natural vervet model for ESN

could enable identification of underlying genetic factors and

other correlates of resistance (immune, microbial, environ-

mental) by large-scale longitudinal studies of prospective

ESN cohorts.

Vervet Model for Neurodegenerative Processes

The Caribbean vervet on St. Kitts is a widely used model for

neurodegeneration, in particular for Alzheimer’s and Parkin-

son’s disease. Caribbean vervets, as they age, naturally de-

velop cerebral amyloid beta plaques; these are associated

with gliosis and neuritic dystrophy, making the vervet a

model for Alzheimer’s disease research and treatment

(Lemere et al. 2004). Vervet Parkinson’s models are based

on administration of the neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-

1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), which destroys

dopamine neurons in humans and monkeys and closely re-

produces Parkinsonian pathology (Emborg 2007). This mod-

el has recently been extended to translational studies using

neural stem cell approaches (Bjugstad et al. 2005; Redmond

et al. 2007).

Vervet Populations for Genetic Mapping of
Complex Traits

The genetic mapping studies in the vervets have focused on

the VRC. Geneticists have long been interested in identify-

ing human study samples characterized by relative genetic

homogeneity; both linkage and association approaches de-

pend on the probability that affected individuals share dis-

ease susceptibility genetic variants and marker loci identical

by descent from a common ancestor. In genetic isolates,

such as the Caribbean vervet populations, one or a few foun-

ders introduce disease-susceptibility variants into the popu-

lation, which may drift to high frequency (Sabatti et al.

2009; Service et al. 2006), therefore potentially increasing

the power of genetic mapping studies. Examples of the use

of Caribbean ancestry vervets in the VRC to map quantita-

tive traits are discussed below. The bottlenecked origin of

Caribbean-origin monkey populations makes them valuable

not only for genetic mapping studies but also for interven-

tional investigations (e.g., vaccine studies) that take advan-

tage of their homogenous genetic background.

Vervet Genomics

The recent progress in characterizing the vervet genome—in

particular the generation of a high-quality reference assem-

bly and whole-genome sequencing of vervets from all of the

major subspecies—will transform the opportunities for ver-

vet investigation. It is now feasible to undertake studies to

elucidate the genetic and genomic underpinnings of traits

relevant to human health and disease and to conduct compar-

ative genomics projects that will inform our understanding

of primate evolution. In this section, we review the progress

of vervet genetics and genomics investigations to date and

the resources that they have made available to the scientific

community, many of which can be used through the Integrat-

ed Vervet/AGM Research & Resources website (www.

genomequebec.mcgill.ca/compgen/vervet_research/

genomics_genetics/).

Vervet Karyotype and Chromosomal
Organization

The karyotype of higher primates, generally, is very conser-

vative. A small number of lineages, however, show particu-

lar tendencies toward karyotype divergence at the level of

chromosome number and possibly also intrachromosomal

organization, both within the lineage and in comparison with

other closely related groups. The Cercopithecini tribe that in-

cludes the vervet provides one of the most striking examples

of such a lineage-specific tendency toward increasing karyo-

type diversity. Although the Papionini show a stable diploid

chromosome number (2N = 42), Cercopithecini vary widely

between species in the diploid number of chromosomes

(2N = 48–72). In vervets, the diploid chromosome number is

2N = 60. The mechanism for this increased rate of chromo-

some rearrangements in the Cercopithecini remains unclear,

although they mostly occur through breakpoints outside of

centromeres (Finelli et al. 1999). Additionally, it is not yet

known whether a similarly increased rate of rearrangement

occurs at a finer-scale level in Cercopithecini genomes.

However, the newly available vervet genomic tools will per-

mit investigations across the different subspecies that may

clarify this point. Identifying the mechanisms through which

increased diploid number occurs during species divergence

and the consequences of such rearrangements for epigenetic

processes, gene expression, and the function of regulatory

genomic elements may shed light on aspects of cancer patho-

genesis involving epigenetic deregulation and genomic

instability.

Higher resolution studies of the vervet genome, at the lev-

el of subchromosomal level rearrangements, first became

possible with the development of a vervet genetic linkage

map comprising 360 microsatellite markers distributed

genome-wide (Jasinska et al. 2007); the use of this map for

genetic mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) is discussed

below. Comparison of genetic markers order between vervet

and other primate chromosomes revealed 12 rearrangements

compared with human, 16 compared with chimpanzee, and

12 compared with rhesus macaque. Nine human chromo-

somes showed full colinearity with vervet, 10 contained one

or two simple marker rearrangements, and one (human chro-

mosome 3) showed a more complex rearrangement (Jasinska

et al. 2007). These extensive regions of synteny between ver-

vet and human enable a lift-over of the human gene content

in these regions to obtain a provisional annotation of impor-

tant regions. All of these rearrangements except that ob-

served for human chromosome 4 were also seen in
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comparisons between vervet and chimpanzee; these compar-

isons revealed an additional four rearrangements resulting

from pericentric inversions that occurred in a chimpanzee

lineage. Rearrangements observed between vervet and

rhesus macaque comprise a relatively balanced number

of inversions and single-marker rearrangements, whereas

rearrangements between vervet and both human and chim-

panzee are mostly inversions, resulting from the tendency to

inversion that characterizes hominid but not OWM evolution

(Dutrillaux 1979).

The Generation of the Vervet Reference
Genome Sequence

As already noted, the vervet genome is distinguished from

most other primate genomes by a higher chromosome number

(n = 30) and by a large number of intrachromosomal inver-

sions and rearrangements. Both types of events are evolution-

arily recent, having occurred since the time of vervet

divergence from the other members of the OWM lineage.

Thus, a high-quality chromosome level genome assembly is

important for delineating and understanding rearrangements,

and it is especially crucial for the vervet as a biomedical mod-

el, where complex trait mapping is dependent upon extremely

accurate knowledge of positions and orders of genetic mark.

The sequencing and assembly of large genomes has be-

come a feasible option since the introduction of next-

generation sequencing technologies, which combine micro-

fluidics and massive parallelization to lower sequencing

costs and increase sequencing capacity. These technologies

continue to evolve and improve in terms of cost, output, and

quality and have spurred the development of increasingly

more sophisticated and accurate assembly software packag-

es. Nonetheless, mammalian genome assemblies remain vul-

nerable to various problems, including regions recalcitrant to

amplification and or sequencing and repetitive regions that

cannot be disentangled from one another and definitively

placed in their correct genomic location. Experimental strate-

gies for the best possible assemblies currently blend a variety

of different technologies and software to allow cross-

validations and to compensate for weaknesses in one tech-

nology that can be balanced with another.

The vervet genome assembly is founded upon the princi-

ples of a truly de novo assembly that will recreate a faithful

reconstruction of the vervet genome, such that the core data

for mapping results and rearrangement studies will not have

been distorted by changes in syntenic placements between

vervets and any other species. As illustrated in Figure 3 and

summarized in Tables 3 and 4, the vervet genome is not con-

tiguous with that of the rhesus or human, and levels of struc-

tural variation differ across different chromosomes from both

species. Thus, using a separate species as a guide to organiz-

ing the vervet genome poses risks to many of the key reasons

why a genome assembly is needed.

Our approach to the vervet combined a series of indepen-

dent sequence datasets and data types, all of which were

derived from DNA obtained from an adult male from the

VRC, representing the Caribbean population of sabaeus. In

addition to a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library

constructed and maintained at BACPAC Resources, next-

generation sequencing libraries were generated for Roche/

454 and Illumina sequencing. Overall, the datasets included

Roche/454 long-reads (approximately 450 nt) and 8 kb

paired ends, and a hierarchy of Illumina paired end and mate-

pair datasets for insert sizes ranging from 200 nt to 8 kb. Ad-

ditionally, the CH252 vervet BAC library clones were end

sequenced to provide a paired-end dataset of 150 to 170 kb

insert sizes. As the datasets were developed, we also used a

strategy to enhance the assembly strengths of different soft-

ware, notably Newbler for Roche/454 data and ALLPATHS

for Illumina data, which were then integrated with each other

and with the BAC end data to produce a subchromosomal

level scaffold assembly. As depicted in Figure 4, our results

were then cross-referenced with vervet genetic map informa-

tion to build chromosome-sized assemblies. Although

the reference assembly is still awaiting annotation, the draft

version is available to the scientific community through the

Integrated Vervet/AGM Research & Resources website.

Despite the known higher number of chromosomal struc-

tural variants in the vervet genome compared with that of

other NHPs, the vervet reference assembly demonstrates a

very high quality of sequence base accuracy, order, and ori-

entation. We used cytogenetic, genome synteny, and long-

range paired end concordance data to ensure such quality.

Moreover, the careful manual validation of discordant se-

quence links allowed us to break misjoins where appropriate.

Overall, the vervet genome displays a degree of contiguity

that is second only to human among primate genomes; 50%

of the assembled genome sequence is greater than 45 Mb in

length with the largest scaffold being 127 Mb. The genome

is organized in chromosome files with more than 149 as-

signed scaffolds of 1 Mb or higher. Another measure

of assembly quality is gene representation. We BLAT

(BLAST-like alignment tool) aligned assembled transcripts

derived from a comprehensive set of diverse tissue types

against this reference at a 90% identity threshold and found

that more than 95% of transcripts were represented in the as-

sembly at 95% of their length.

Measurement of Vervet Gene Expression

This section describes the importance of vervet transcriptom-

ics resources for a wide range of investigations. We first de-

scribe the creation of resource datasets that are already

widely available to the scientific community. We then illus-

trate the utility of transcriptomic studies for advancing the

vervet model for HIV/AIDS research and for comparative

genomics analyses.

NHP models provide an opportunity to assess gene ex-

pression in tissues (such as brain) from which high-quality

RNA is often unavailable in humans. Invasive sampling fea-

sible in captive NHPs gives an opportunity to obtain insight
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Figure 3 Vervet genome rearrangements provide a new perspective on primate genome evolution. The panels show UCSC Genome Browser

views of vervet bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) paired ends aligned to rhesus chr6 (rheMac.2, top) human chr6 (hg19, middle), and the

vervet draft assembly (bottom). Green lines delineate vervet BAC paired ends concordant for interval distance and sequence orientations. Red

lines delineate vervet BAC end pairs, discordant for either interval distance, sequence orientations, or both. Clusters of concordant BACs indi-

cate cross-species syntenic regions, whereas clusters of discordant BACs indicate rearrangements. In the example, the vervet orthologous re-

gion is organized differently from both rhesus and human. Vervet BAC end pairs aligned to a 70-Mb vervet scaffold (bottom) demonstrate that

the rearrangements have been accurately reconstructed in the vervet genome assembly.
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into gene expression in internal tissues requiring invasive

( postmortem) sampling, such as brain, that typically are

difficult to obtain at high quality or in large samples from

human subjects. In NHPs, such tissues can be collected

from individuals from a uniform environmental back-

ground (e.g., with similar diets) under standardized conditions,

with a minimal postmortem interval and with immediate

storage under conditions that preserve RNA profiles in these

tissues.

Given the high degree of conservation between the vervet

and human genomes and the ready availability of inexpen-

sive human gene expression microarrays, such arrays have

provided a cost effective means for initial genome-wide pro-

filing of vervet gene expression. Data from two annotated

array-based vervet gene expression resources, described

below, are now freely available through the Integrated

Vervet/AGM Research & Resources Website.

Illumina Gene Expression Resource

This resource was created using data from gene expression in

eight brain regions (cerebellar vermis, pulvinar, head of cau-

date, hippocampus, frontal pole, dorsolateral prefrontal cor-

tex, orbital frontal cortex, and occipital pole) in 12 VRC

vervets and blood gene expression pedigree-wide, both using

the Illumina HumanRef-8 v2 chip (Jasinska et al. 2009).

Analysis of regional brain gene expression revealed that nar-

rowly dissected cortical tissues showed extensive similarities

with respect to gene expression profile; however, some genes

were observed to be uniquely expressed in each region.

Using duplicate blood samples matched with brain speci-

mens from the same individuals, 32 transcripts displayed sta-

ble expression profiles in peripheral blood that correlated

strongly with their expression profiles in brain. This resource

demonstrates the utility of NHP models for development of

Table 3 Vervet BAC discordancy rates to human (hg19)

Human Chromosome Length Concordant BACs Discordant BACs Discordant BACs/Mb

1 249,250,621 10,220 454 1.8

2 243,199,373 12,394 352 1.4

3 198,022,430 10,439 324 1.6

4 191,154,276 10,344 522 2.7

5 180,915,260 9117 337 1.9

6 171,115,067 8793 312 1.8

7 159,138,663 7109 370 2.3

8 146,364,022 7688 244 1.7

9 141,213,431 5183 210 1.5

10 135,534,747 6197 718 5.3

11 135,006,516 5752 258 1.9

12 133,851,895 6384 199 1.5

13 115,169,878 5094 252 2.2

14 107,349,540 4479 130 1.2

15 102,531,392 3525 135 1.3

16 90,354,753 2923 153 1.7

17 81,195,210 2601 149 1.8

18 78,077,248 3907 175 2.2

19 59,128,983 1037 189 3.2

20 63,025,520 2524 206 3.3

21 48,129,895 1559 69 1.4

22 51,304,566 912 118 2.3

X 155,270,560 3232 301 1.9

Y 59,373,566 37 42 0.7

Assembly 3,095,677,412 131,450 6219 2.0

The vervet reference assembly: Chromosomes with discordancy rates higher than the genome average are highlighted in bold italics;
chromosomes with discordance rates lower than the genome average are highlighted in boldface. BAC, bacterial artificial chromosome.
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peripheral markers of gene expression in internal tissues.

Such peripheral biomarkers can be assessed in large popula-

tions (e.g., whole pedigree or wild populations) without

complicated or invasive sampling.

Affymetrix U133 Plus 2.0 Gene Expression Resource

A vervet tissue gene expression atlas was constructed by

measuring expression from a subset of 24 brain regions from

3 male vervets and 3 female vervets from the VRC and by

conducting basic comparisons of gene expression between

different brain regions, which can be accessed through the

Integrated Vervet/AGM Research and Resources website

The completion of the vervet reference assembly has en-

hanced the utility of the above expression array datasets. Ver-

vet genome sequence is highly conserved with those of other

primates (human and rhesus macaque) with well-developed

reference genomes. However, measuring and interpret-

ing vervet gene expression based on heterologous probes

may still be significantly affected by vervet genome diver-

gence at the level of both sequence (1–2%) and structure (the

numerous chromosome rearrangements in the vervet lineage,

a phenomenon often associated with changes in gene content

between species). Probes from the human expression arrays

that are most suitable for analysis of the vervet transcriptome

have been identified by determining probe specificity, com-

plementarity to vervet transcripts, and sensitivity unbiased

by intrinsic sequence variants by aligning the probe sequenc-

es to the vervet draft assembly. By using whole-genome se-

quencing data from the VRC pedigree, it has been possible

to conservatively select probes as high-quality tools for ex-

pression assays if they were uniquely mapping to the vervet

genome, showed no known vervet SNPs, and showed no in-

dels between human probe and vervet transcript. Probe char-

acteristics can be found at the Integrated Vervet/AGM

Research & Resources website (see above).

Vervet Transcriptomics for HIV/AIDS Research

One focus of investigations of global gene expression in ver-

vets is on the course of SIV infection in vivo, in particular

Table 4 Vervet BAC discordancy rates to rhesus chromosomes (rheMac2)

Rhesus Chromosome Length Concordant BACs Discordant BACs Discordant BACs/Mb

1 228,252,215 11,051 333 1.5

2 189,746,636 10,793 271 1.4

3 196,418,989 9421 416 2.1

4 167,655,696 9358 277 1.7

5 182,086,969 10,950 247 1.4

6 178,205,221 9697 411 2.3

7 169,801,366 8560 340 2.0

8 147,794,981 8085 358 2.4

9 133,323,859 6598 476 3.6

10 94,855,758 3610 339 3.6

11 134,511,895 6886 153 1.1

12 106,505,843 6266 108 1.0

13 138,028,943 6869 193 1.4

14 133,002,572 6630 210 1.6

15 110,119,387 5563 214 1.9

16 78,773,432 2829 165 2.1

17 94,452,569 5380 206 2.2

18 73,567,989 4092 143 1.9

19 64,391,591 1124 199 3.1

20 88,221,753 3134 120 1.4

X 153,947,521 3743 302 2.0

Assembly 2,863,665,185 140,639 5481 1.9

This table shows the same metrics as in Table 3, except that it compares vervet to rhesus macaque rather than human. Chromosomes with dis-
cordancy rates higher than the genome average are highlighted in bold italics; chromosomes with discordance rates lower than the genome
average are highlighted in boldface.
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with respect to their similarities to other nonprogressing spe-

cies and dissimilarities with species susceptible to AIDS. A

series of studies yielded a concordant observation that SIV

infection induces expression of a broad array of innate im-

mune antiviral genes, including interferon-stimulated genes,

both in progressing and nonprogressing species (Bosinger

et al. 2012; Favre et al. 2009; Jacquelin et al. 2009; Lederer

et al. 2009; Manches and Bhardwaj 2009). Although this

initial induction of innate immunity during acute infection,

including the interferon system, persists in pathogenic hosts

(rhesus macaques), in vervet (and sooty mangabey) it is

resolved to the baseline level in the chronic infection stage,

occurring less than 30 days after infection (Manches and

Bhardwaj 2009). The ability of natural hosts to downregulate

the initial induction of interferon-stimulated genes may

indicate a possible mechanism by which these species avoid

progression to immunodeficiency.

Transcriptome characterization through cDNA sequencing

(including RNA sequencing) has clear advantages over

approaches based on microarrays. Although extensive tissue

repositories from various vervet study samples will be ideal

for large-scale RNA sequencing, such studies remain in a

preliminary phase and we will not discuss them in detail

here. Sequence-level comparative transcriptomics investiga-

tions in vervet have been so far conducted through expres-

sion sequence tags sequencing in peripheral blood, a tissue

providing direct insight into immune response to SIV infec-

tion. Tchitchek and colleagues (2012) covered about 12% of

the vervet transcriptome using cDNA libraries derived from

untreated, stimulated blood cells from SIV-infected and

-uninfected individuals to maximize the discovery of im-

mune defense genes, which often remain inactive until in-

duced by infection. In this reference set of vervet expression

sequence tags, including more than 500 nearly complete

transcript sequences, approximately 9000 assembled se-

quences were annotated based on known primate ortho-

logues. Interestingly, more than 6500 expression sequence

tags do not match any known primate genes from 10 primate

species that were assayed; these possibly represent novel

transcripts involved in immunity and activated upon infec-

tion, but they also may reflect the fact that annotation of pri-

mate genes remains rudimentary (Tchitchek et al. 2012).

Vervet Resources: Study Populations and
Biorepositories

Vervet biomedically related research has mainly been con-

ducted in several research colonies, which we describe

briefly. The recent efforts of a multidisciplinary international

collaboration have enabled, in different vervet subspecies,

the first large-scale biomedical investigations of wild NHP

populations. From both colony and wild-living vervets, a

wide range of biological samples are now available to the

scientific community through US National Institutes of

Health-supported biorepositories.

Captive Vervet Populations

Wild Caribbean vervet populations of sabaeus from St. Kitts,

Nevis, and Barbados are perhaps the largest source of vervets

for biomedical research. Monkeys captured from these popu-

lations, as well as their colony-born descendants, are housed

primarily at the following colonies, all of which make mon-

keys available to the scientific community more broadly: the

VRC, now located at Wake Forest University in North Caroli-

na, the main breeding colony in the United States; the New

Iberia Research Center, in Louisiana; the St. Kitts Biomedical

Research Foundation; the Behavioral Science Foundation,

also on St. Kitts; and the Barbados Primate Research Center.

Pygerythrus is the second most commonly used vervet

subspecies in biomedical research. The US-based vervet col-

ony located in the National Institutes of Health Animal Cen-

ter was established from monkeys of this subspecies

captured from Tanzania. The Primate Unit and Delft Animal

Centre in the Medical Research Council of South Africa

(Cape Town) holds pedigreed vervets established from South

African monkeys captured in the Eastern Cape region and

conducts studies mostly in the area of reproductive biology,

cardiometabolic diseases, and HIV/AIDS. This Medical Re-

search Council pygerythrus colony is genetically related to

the wild populations that were recently epidemiologically

characterized with respect to SIV-related measures (Ma et al.

Figure 4 A phased assembly process for multiple data types. Lined

white boxes represent gaps in scaffolds. Gray blocks represent non-

gapped consensus sequence. Blank gaps are areas where no linkage

or sequence data are available.
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2013) and provides an opportunity for studies under well-

controlled conditions of traits identified in wild monkeys,

such as ESN, described previously.

Wild Vervet Populations

Vervet monkeys have a natural distribution that ranges across

savannah woodland environments throughout sub-Saharan

Africa and in the Caribbean (Struhsaker 1967). Within this

range, they can be found in wild environments and on farm-

lands and other exurban human-impacted areas and can even

thrive in major cities. Ready accessibility, high abundance,

and “least concern” conservation status of the major vervet

subspecies make wild vervet populations ideal for a wide

range of biomedical investigations (IUCN 2013).

Vervets typically live in multimale, multifemale cohesive

social groups ranging in size from 5 to more than 75 individ-

uals (Isbell et al. 1991; Turner et al. 1997) and aggressively

defend group territories that range in size from 0.6 km2 to

1.78 km2 (Harrison 1983; Kavanagh 1981). Females are

philopatric, typically remaining in their natal groups for life,

whereas males typically disperse around sexual maturity

(Cheney and Seyfarth 1983). At birth, the male to female ra-

tio is roughly 1:1 (with some variation [Cheney and Seyfarth

1987]), which drops as animals age to favor either sex de-

pending on social rank and local ecology (e.g., Altmann and

Alberts 2005; Cheney and Seyfarth 1987; Cheney et al.

1981) and in adults favoring females due to increased male

mortality during dispersal (Isbell et al. 1991). Within their

territories, vervets often return to known feeding and sleep-

ing sites. This behavior provides an opportunity to capture

the same individuals repeatedly in the same location. By

marking each trapping site by GPS location, it has become

possible to return to these sites for retrapping (enabling lon-

gitudinal investigations) and for geographic information

Figure 5 Systems Biology Sample Repository sampling locations of wild vervets worldwide. To facilitate large-scale genetic analysis of vari-

ous complex traits related to human diseases, biological material banked in the Systems Biology Sample Repository at the University of Cali-

fornia–Los Angeles and multiple types of phenotypic data have been collected from more than 1500 wild vervets from South African

pygerythrus, West African sabaeus, St. Kitts sabaeus, and Nevis sabaeus. Animals have been captured, assigned unique identifiers using a mi-

crochip injected subcutaneously to enable long-term follow-up studies of each monkey, sampled, and released in a trapping location. Red pins

indicate GPS-defined geographic location, and pin size is proportional to the number of sampled animals at each location. MRC, Medical Re-

search Council; VRC, Vervet Research Colony.
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system-based analysis of eco- and geographic covariables

for biological samples (Figure 5).

Wild Animal Capture Strategies for Research
Purposes

Live trapping is the most efficient way of collecting biological

samples, phenotype data, and health data from wild vervets

(Brett et al. 1982). Using live trapping methods, our research

collaboration has captured and sampled more than 1500 live

vervet monkeys. This has been accomplished through two ma-

jor trapping methods—individual drop traps and group traps.

Individual Drop Traps

Individual drop traps are used in Africa, based on a tradition-

al African bird trap design (for details and diagrams, see

Grobler and Turner 2010). Previously scouted vervet sleep-

ing sites are regularly baited until the monkeys habituate to

foraging under propped up traps. Once baited and set, trap-

ping typically begins in the early morning as the monkeys

leave the sleeping site and continues throughout the day for

as long as the group forages in the area. Once trapped, mon-

keys are individually sedated through a mesh grate on top of

the traps. Although the traps are meant for individual cap-

ture, younger animals sometimes are trapped together and up

to five can fit in a trap. Using this method, most members of

the group may be captured, with the majority (approximately

97% of total animals caught) being trapped in the first two

days (Grobler and Turner 2010).

The composition of individuals trapped depends on the

extent of sampling within the group; in heavily sampled

groups, the sex ratio among trapped animals is often even,

and adults predominate, whereas in less heavily sampled

groups, older animals and females are predominate (Ma

et al. 2013). Overall, in trapped immature monkeys, the sex

ratio is skewed toward males, whereas in adults it is skewed

toward females. A recapture rate of 44% was observed

through longitudinal studies in South Africa (TR Turner, un-

published data); retraps are also typically higher in immature

males. This increased trapping of immature males may be

because they are more risk seeking than other age/sex classes

(e.g., Fairbanks et al. 2004).

Using individual traps, within-trap behavior such as ster-

eotypic responses to capture can also be reliably video- re-

corded and transformed into phenotypic measures using

standardized protocols. Such in-trap behaviors show signifi-

cant individual and regional variation in stereotypical behav-

iors in response to capture and human approach (CA

Schmitt, unpublished data).

Group Traps

Group traps have been employed in National Institutes of

Health-supported research in St. Kitts and Nevis through pro-

fessional trappers that have a longstanding relationship with

the St. Kitts Biomedical Research Foundation. Trappers main-

tain stable, GPS-marked large wire mesh cages that they pro-

vision (e.g., with sweet potatoes or corn) year-round to

maintain a population of habituated and trappable monkeys.

On trapping days, they set the wire mesh traps. Wire mesh

traps are 10 feet × 5 feet ×10 feet wire mesh enclosures with a

dropping door controlled by the trapper, with a detachable

small 1-foot diameter mesh tube. Once as much of the group

as possible is in the trap, the trapper closes the dropping door

and then corrals the monkeys into the wire mesh tube. Once

the desired number of monkeys is in the wire mesh tube, the

animals are anesthetized through the tube and brought to the

research area for sampling. Up to 50 animals may be trapped

at a time using this method, although the number brought to

researchers is modulated with work flow to maximize animal

welfare. Sex ratios of trapped animals are consistently more

even than in drop traps but are still, for the most part, biased

toward males, including in adults. Animals do not become ag-

itated in the traps unless a human approaches within 5 meters,

which prevents within-trap monitoring comparable with drop

traps. Animals not removed from traps immediately are moni-

tored at a distance by staff remaining in the area.

Characteristics of Captured Animals

The sex, age, and size of the animal are estimated (by genital

inspection, dental eruption patterns, and weight scale,

respectively) once the animal is sedated. Animals are injected

with a subdermal microchip that can be scanned to identify

retrapped individuals. Parity status of females is assessed

through observation of nipple length, milk expression, and

abdominal palpation. Body weight (measured in kilograms

using an electronic scale) is taken as data and to assess the

amount of blood that can safely be subsequently withdrawn

(up to 1.25% of body weight). Blood samples for DNA,

RNA, viable cells, serum, and plasma are collected, depend-

ing on safe blood extraction allowances dictated by body

weight and a skin punch. Microbiome sampling (of, for exam-

ple, rectum, vagina, mouth) is also performed using sterile

swabs on all individuals. Collection involves the use of sterile

techniques to obtain fecal samples by digital insertion into

the rectum to extract fecal matter. Extracted fecal matter is

then placed in a sterile petri dish, divided, placed in a sterile

container using a sterile scalpel, and frozen. After sample

collection, morphometric measures are taken using a tape

measure and sliding and digital calipers. No physical restraint

is required because the animal is sedated throughout all proce-

dures, which require approximately 30 minutes to complete

per animal.

Characteristics of general health conditions comprise the

presence of wounds and scars (new and old ones), body tem-

perature, and body morphometric measurements of growth

and obesity (e.g., body mass index and measures). Inscribed

characterization is complemented by photographic docu-

mentation (facial and whole body pictures, hair and scrotal
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color, other individual features, such as wounds and scars)

and by video recordings of in-trap behavior.

Collection of Vervet Population Samples and Creating
the Systems Biology Sample Repository

Awide range of biological samples have been obtained and

banked from vervets in Africa and the Caribbean (Figure 6).

These samples include cerebrospinal fluid, hair, blood (for

DNA, RNA, serum, plasma, mononuclear cells), skin biop-

sies (for fibroblast culture), samples from multiple body sites

(for microbiome analysis), and morphometrics. All samples

are submitted for long-term storage at the Systems Biology

Sample Repository at UCLA. As of 2013, the Systems Biol-

ogy Sample Repository includes samples from 1511 mon-

keys, including 833 sabaeus from St. Kitts and Nevis and

156 from the Gambia (the presumed ancestral population of

the Caribbean monkeys) and 522 pygerythrus from South

Africa, the most abundant population for SIV-related studies.

Genetic and Genomic Investigations of
Quantitative Traits in the Vervet

Although the collection of samples from large numbers of

wild vervets will ultimately permit large-scale genetic asso-

ciation studies, current genetic and genomic investigations

of the vervet focus mainly on the extended pedigree of the

VRC; this is now the most thoroughly genomically charac-

terized NHP resource worldwide. In this section, we describe

the VRC and summarize the several related lines of research

that combine to enable systems biology to be undertaken in

the vervet.

History of the VRC Pedigree

The Wake Forest/UCLAVervet Research Colony (VRC) is a

large multigenerational pedigree of Caribbean-origin ver-

vets, founded with 57 monkeys brought to UCLA in the

1970s and 1980s from several locations in St. Kitts and Ne-

vis. From these founders, the pedigree expanded to include

nearly 1300 individuals in the current genetically determined

pedigree structure. As expected given the polygynic mating

system in vervets, half-sib is the most common type of fami-

ly relationship in the pedigree after grandparent–grandchild.

In some branches, the pedigree is now 11 generations deep.

Establishment of the vervet pedigree was therefore preced-

ed by two bottlenecks: a severe bottleneck during introduc-

tion from Africa to the Caribbean and a much milder

bottleneck during founding of the VRC pedigree. Given the

reduced genetic diversity present in the founder Caribbean

populations, we anticipate that the large number of the VRC

founders transferred to the VRC pedigree most of the genetic

variation observed in the Caribbean populations and the

same loci are contributing to traits in both populations. Be-

cause individuals in populations are separated from their

most recent common ancestor by more meiotic steps (and

therefore recombination events) than individuals in relatively

recently established pedigree, shorter identical-by-descent

segments carrying the functional variant contributing to a

trait are present in the Caribbean populations. It gives us an

opportunity of two-stage genetic mapping design consisting

of initial mapping in the VRC followed by mapping of the

most promising traits in the population, where higher resolu-

tion of the association signal is expected (Jasinska et al.

2012). This extraordinary history of the VRC pedigree (two

expansions from population bottlenecks) is greatly facilitat-

ing genetic studies in this model, as we demonstrate further.

Investigation of Brain and Behavior in the VRC

Genetic Investigations of Brain Structure in the Vervet

Compared with apes and humans, OWMs show considerably

less cross-species variability in the macroscopic and cy-

toarchitectonic anatomy of the brain. For example, macaques

and vervets have very similar cortical sulcal and gyral anato-

my (Woods et al. 2011) and very similar cytoarchitectonic

maps (von Bonin and Bailey 1947). Despite more recent

divergence than macaques from vervets, humans and chim-

panzees are so anatomically dissimilar from one another that

many uncertainties remain with regard to both macroscopic

and microscopic brain homologies. Indeed, anatomic

Figure 6 Vervet biomaterial and phenotypic resources managed by

the Systems Biology Sample Repository. The histograms indicate

the number of biological samples of different types that have been

banked from the three most heavily sampled vervet populations, as

shown in the key. The specific types of samples represented by the

histograms are as follows: CSF, cisternal cerebrospinal fluid; diabe-

tes, blood samples for diabetes-related measures; PaxGene DNA

and RNA, blood samples collected for DNA and RNA extraction;

serum and plasma, samples from which multiple aliquots have been

established; skin, fibroblasts from punch skin biopsies. Samples for

microbiome analyses were collected from feces, vagina, rectum,

buccal swab, nose, tongue, penis, nasopharyngeal swab (NPS), and

oropharyngeal swab (OPS). PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear

cells; Buffy, the buffy coat layer of blood cells.
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diversity in sulcal and gyral patterns and in the relationships

between macroscopic anatomy and cytoarchitectonic bound-

aries within the human species alone complicates investiga-

tions of genetic contributions to human brain anatomy. The

greater consistency of anatomic brain landmarks in OWMs

simplifies parcellation of the brain into anatomic subregions

but does not imply any lesser heritability of anatomic brain

phenotypes than is observed in humans. Structural magnetic

resonance imaging scans of 357 vervets from the VRC have

shown that brain volume (h2 = 0.99), cerebral volume (with

right and left hemispheres combined or analyzed separately,

left h2 = 0.94, right = 0.97, combined h2 = 0.98), cerebellar

volume (h2 = 0.86), hippocampal volume (h2 = 0.95), cor-

pus callosum cross sectional area (h2 = 0.87), and right-left

asymmetric transverse skewing of the brain (h2 = 0.29) are

all heritable phenotypes in the vervet (Fears et al. 2009;

Fears et al. 2011). These heritabilities are comparable

with, and perhaps greater than, those reported in human

studies (Alkan et al. 2011; Pfefferbaum et al. 2004;

Posthuma et al. 2000; Scamvougeras et al. 2003; Sullivan

et al. 2001), possibly reflecting reduced heterogeneity of

environmental exposures in the VRC, compared with human

study samples.

Behavioral and Cognitive Studies in the Vervet

NHPs have long played an indispensable role in mechanistic

studies aimed at relating neurobiological processes to com-

plex behavior, particularly cognition, motivation, and tem-

perament. It is not surprising, therefore, that the first uses of

Caribbean vervet monkeys in biomedical research were by

neuroscientists and psychologists (Bacopoulos et al. 1980;

McGuire 1974; Murphey et al. 1979; Raleigh et al. 1979;

Roth et al. 1982; Young and Ervin 1984), and it was their

biobehavioral research that ultimately led to the creation of

the VRC.

From the beginning, the vervet monkey has been involved

in research projects that have identified relationships between

brain monoamine signaling and cognition and behavior.

These studies include revealing a fundamental relationship

between central serotonin signaling and social behavior and

impulsivity (Brammer et al. 1991; Fairbanks et al. 2001;

Manuck et al. 2003; McGuire and Raleigh 1985; Raleigh

et al. 1980; Raleigh et al. 1984; Raleigh et al. 1985; Raleigh

et al. 1986; Raleigh et al. 1991), between dopaminergic neu-

rotransmission and motivated behavior and cognitive and ex-

ecutive functions (Elsworth et al. 1989; Groman et al. 2011;

Jentsch et al. 1997; Melega et al. 2008; Palmour et al. 1998),

and between norepinephrine and the pathological behaviors

that characterize drug withdrawal (Elsworth et al. 1982;

Grant et al. 1985; Roth et al. 1982). This earlier work fo-

cused mostly on the pharmacological manipulations, but

subsequent work in the VRC has established similar relation-

ships between markers in genes involved in monoamine neu-

rotransmission and behavior (Bailey et al. 2007; Fairbanks

et al. 2012; James et al. 2007).

Based upon the notion that certain dimensions of cogni-

tive and executive function are reliable indicators of the path-

ophysiology of mental illness (e.g., working memory

deficits in schizophrenia, problems with inhibitory control in

attention defecit hyperactivity disorder, and addictions), on-

going efforts involve large-scale studies of individual differ-

ences in cognition in the VRC and attempts to relate these

individual differences to objective biological markers (Gro-

man et al. 2012; Groman et al. 2013) and, eventually, to ge-

netic variation.

Vervet Model for Stress Studies

Psychological stress is a key risk factor for numerous chronic

diseases, in particular cardiovascular, metabolic, and neuro-

psychiatric disorders (Balodis et al. 2010; Hansel et al.

2010). Although susceptibility to stress-related disorders

shows enormous interindividual variation, the genetic het-

erogeneity of most human study samples complicates efforts

to uncover the genetic basis of such variation. More impor-

tant, differential exposures among human subjects to a wide

range of environmental factors contribute to variability in

the magnitude of stress that individuals experience as well as

in their response. These factors (including, for example, diet,

lifestyles, medications, and substance use) may be difficult

to account for and virtually impossible to control. In contrast,

the possibility to regulate environmental exposures is a

major advantage of NHP stress models. The vervet is an

established model for investigations of response to acute

psychosocial stress on gene expression and endocrine and

behavioral phenotypic level. In 2008, the VRC was relocated

from UCLA to Wake Forest, and gene expression and endo-

crine and behavioral (novelty-seeking) measures were col-

lected pre- and postmove, with the following results: cortisol

levels increased, novelty seeking behavior decreased, and

1184 genes showed deregulation in response to this stressor.

Moreover, pedigree analysis indicated a significant genetic

component to the magnitude of change in hair cortisol

(h2 > 0.3) (Fairbanks, Jorgensen, et al. 2011), novelty-

seeking behavior (h2 > 0.45) (Fairbanks, Bailey, et al. 2011),

and abundances of specific transcripts.

Investigation of Cardiometabolic Traits in
the VRC

Vervet Model for Metabolic Traits

The vervet, in comparison with other OWM models, more

closely resembles human beings in lipoprotein metabolism

and in the distribution and characteristics of atherosclerotic

lesions that develop in response to a Western diet (Bullock

et al. 1975, Fusegawa et al. 2001; Rudel et al. 1981). More-

over, visceral fat deposition, a major risk factor for cardiome-

tabolic disorders, readily accumulates in vervet monkeys,

even when they consume a low-fat diet.
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Metabolism measures associated with obesity (e.g., body

mass index, waist circumference, total cholesterol, triglycer-

ide, high-density lipoprotein, and insulin) are moderately

heritable among VRC monkeys (h2 = 0.18–0.44) (Kavanagh

et al. 2007). Vervets also have proven useful in modeling the

development of metabolic disorder, including obesity-related

insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes (Kavanagh et al. 2007;

Clarkson et al. 1985). Cann and colleagues (2010) observed

two clinical forms of naturally occurring diabetes in vervet,

and Kavanagh and colleagues (2011) showed that poor ma-

ternal glycemic control as measured by glycosylated A1C

and low social ranking are associated with infant mortality.

Dietary Manipulation

Probably the best example of the use of the vervet model for

investigations of cardiometabolic traits is a study that was

conducted in the VRC to assess the impact of different diets

on metabolic phenotypes, as evaluated by analysis of geno-

type (G) by diet (D) (G × D) interaction. The entire colony

was initially fed with a standard low-fat primate diet (chow),

and then was challenged over 8 weeks with a high-fat diet

mimicking typical American diet. Although monkeys did

not gain weight over this relatively short period of time, mea-

sures of most of their lipid and glycemic biomarkers showed

a shift toward unhealthy values. These measures were mod-

erately heritable in both environments (low- and high-fat

diet). Evidence was observed for a significant G × D interac-

tion for insulin, body weight, and lipid measures (Voruganti

2013). This study is an example of the type of longitudinal

large-scale genetic investigation that is difficult to conduct in

humans because of the infeasibility of obtaining a similar

level of control of diet and other environmental exposures.

Investigation of the Vervet Microbiome

The microbiome is the microbial ecosystem comprising all

the microorganisms that colonize an animal. The habitats of

the animal body differ (e.g., oral, gut, skin, vagina) in terms

of physical, chemical, nutrient, and other characteristics, and

thus different types of microbes are found in different body

sites. But each body site has a rich microbial community—

mainly bacteria, but also viruses and eukaryotic microbes.

The function of the microbiome is only beginning to be

unraveled, but its complexity and integration with the host

suggests its impact is significant. The microbiome can be

health promoting, for example, by providing additional met-

abolic capabilities over those in the host genome. There is

evidence that the microbiome is required for normal devel-

opment of tissues, such as the gastrointestinal tract. The mi-

crobiome is also protective against infection, possibly by

competing with pathogens. Understanding causal effects of

the microbiome allows insights into mechanisms and may

lead to therapeutics. Likewise, understanding correlative ef-

fects on the microbiome can lead to new diagnostics.

The goal of microbiome analysis, then, is to describe

these communities and determine how they differ with diet,

health and disease, genotype, and other circumstances.

This is done by two general methods. In one, the bacterial

16S rRNA gene is targeted for DNA sequencing. The 16S

rRNA gene is different in sequence for each bacterial spe-

cies, and thus determining the 16S rRNA sequences present

in a microbial community is a way of taking a taxonomic

census. Typically, one uses PCR primers that are slightly

degenerate and can amplify many different versions of the

16S rRNA gene. The fragments resulting from amplifica-

tion are sequenced (e.g., on the 454 FLX sequencing plat-

form), and the resulting sequences are compared with a

database of known 16S rRNA genes to identify the taxa

that are present. The number of sequences found for a par-

ticular taxon reflects the abundance of that organism. In an

alternative method, one does not rely on a database of

known sequences but simply compares all the sequences

found in all the samples. Sequences that are at least 97%

identical are called operational taxonomic units and are a

surrogate for species. In either method, at the end, for each

sample, one obtains a table of taxa/operational taxonomic

units and their abundances. These tables are used for the

comparisons of different samples.

An example of this type of analysis is shown in Figure 7.

In this experiment, 138 vervets were kept on extended diets

of either monkey chow or the higher-fat typical American

diet. For each animal, a rectal swab was obtained, DNAwas

extracted from the stool, and 16S rRNA gene sequencing

was performed. The tables of taxa and abundances described

above were then used to analyze the samples by hierarchical

clustering. As can be seen, the samples from similar diets

tended to cluster together, showing the different diets had

distinct microbial communities.

The second type of analysis does rely on a single (16S

rRNA) gene but performs shotgun sequencing on the entire

metagenomic sample. Because all DNA molecules are se-

quenced, this method provides a picture of the total gene

content of a sample. Not only the genes of bacteria but also

those from viruses and eukaryotic microbes as well as para-

sites are sequenced and are part of the dataset. This data can

be analyzed to indicate which taxa are present and their

abundances, as for the 16S rRNA gene method, by compar-

ing the sequences to databases of known genomes or even

databases of all known genes, such as GenBank at the Na-

tional Center for Biotechnology Information. This analysis

can focus on viruses by using viral genome databases. It is

more challenging for eukaryotic microbes because there are

fewer such sequences in databases and thus many of their

metagenomic sequences cannot be identified with a particu-

lar organism.

Alternatively, one may use shotgun data to analyze which

pathways are present in the microbial community. One ap-

proach for this end is to compare the sequences to the Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, which contains se-

quences of genes for most of the known metabolic pathways.

In this way, one can identify which pathways are present and
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their relative abundances, independent of knowledge of the

particular organism contributing the genes.

All of these analyses are of use in observing the changes

in organisms, genes, pathways, and other genetic characteris-

tics of the microbiome. The vervet is a powerful system to

use in conjunction with microbiome analysis. For example,

the ability to keep animals on controlled diets for long term

allows the effects of diet on the microbiome to observed, as

in Figure 7. This is much harder in humans because diet is

harder to manipulate. Likewise, there are many other vari-

ables that are likely to affect the microbiome that can be ob-

served. And in the case of a vervet colony whose genetics

are well-defined, it should be possible to analyze the effect

of host genotype on microbiome structure.

Genetic Trait Mapping in the VRC Pedigree

To facilitate genetic mapping studies in the VRC pedigree,

before the vervet reference genome was available, a genetic

linkage map was constructed based on human microsatellite

markers, as already mentioned with respect to vervet chro-

mosomal structure. This map took advantage of the low ge-

nomic sequence divergence between vervet and human.

Through the testing of more than 5000 human microsatellites

in vervet, 360 of these markers were chosen and then geno-

typed in in 434 members of the VRC pedigree. It was possi-

ble from these genotype data to construct a vervet genetic

map, with markers at an average distance of 9.8 Kosambi

centiMorgnans from each other, including 226 markers un-

equivocally mapped in a unique order (Jasinska et al. 2007).

The maps covered all vervet autosomes except 18, 19, and

28. This map provided an initial framework for genetic map-

ping of QTL in the VRC.

Illustration of Initial Genetic Mapping in
the VRC

QTL Mapping for Biochemical Markers (Monoamine
Metabolites)

Monoamine metabolites are important regulators of primate

behavior and show links to common human neuropsychatric

phenotypes, but genetic regulation of their metabolism,

which may underline these traits, is poorly known. Direct as-

sessment of these neurotransmitters in brain is not practical;

instead their levels in cerebrospinal fluid approximate their

metabolism in brain. We measured levels of three mono-

amine metabolites—HVA from dopamine, 5-HIAA from se-

rotonin, and MHPG from norepinephrine—in the VRC

pedigree. All three metabolites showed moderate heritability

with highest h2 of 0.52 for HVA (Freimer et al. 2007). The

genomes scan using the first-generation vervet microsatellite

linkage map yielded a suggestive linkage for two markers

with 13 cM region on the vervet chromosome 9. We further

fine-mapped this signal by high-resolution genotyping

using a set of more than 100 local single nucleotide

Figure 7 Dendrogram of the vervet fecal microbiome under two diets: monkey chow and a typical American Diet (TAD). Eighty-nine female

vervets (aged 4.6–24.9 years) on a routine diet of monkey chow were switched to TAD (35% calories from fat) for 27 to 28 weeks, and samples

were collected before and after the diet change. In all, 138 samples (rectal swabs) were obtained. DNAwas extracted using the MOBIO Power-

Soil kit, and the 16S rRNA genes were amplified (variable regions 3–5) and subjected to pyrosequencing using the 454 Life Sciences sequenc-

ing platform. Sequences were compared with the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) database after quality filtering and the taxa, and their

abundances found in each sample were tallied. The Bray–Curtis index was calculated for all pairings of samples, and this was used to construct

the dendrogram shown by hierarchical clustering with complete linkage.
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polymorphisms. Two single nucleotide polymorphisms

reached genome-wide significance levels for HVA (logarithm

of the odds, LOD = 4.23 and 3.96, respectively) and account-

ed for a high proportion of the heritable trait variance (56–

60%) (Freimer et al. 2007). This relatively high proportion

of trait variance explained by this signal (presumably repre-

senting a single functional locus) exemplifies the advantage

for genetic studies of the founder vervet population, in which

the genetic contribution to complex phenotypes may be sim-

pler than in humans.

QTL Mapping of Brain Transcriptional Variation Using
Peripheral Blood

As noted above, one of the key advantages of NHP models

for systems biology investigations is the opportunity that

they provide for analyzing functional genomic processes in

tissues that would be impractical or unethical to collect in

humans. One example of this possibility in the vervet was

the identification of heritable transcripts whose profile in

blood correlates with their profile in the brain (Jasinska et al.

2009). Linkage analysis of VRC pedigree-wide blood ex-

pression patterns of these transcripts led to discovery of 12

expression QTL, hypothesized to differentially regulate the

levels of these transcripts in the brain (Jasinska et al. 2012).

Furthermore, a subset of these expression QTL could be rep-

licated in independent vervet samples from St. Kitts. This re-

sult provided an initial confirmation of the hypothesis that

the VRC incorporates a substantial proportion of the genetic

variability of the Caribbean vervet populations from which it

derives and supports the idea that well-powered genetic

investigations could be designed by integrating the use of

both types of study sample.

Conclusions: Future Systems Biology
Studies

In this article, we have described the features of the vervet

that make it an ideal NHP model for systems biology, in

particular its exceptional population genetic history and

the availability of large, well-characterized pedigree and

population samples for systems-level studies. Additionally,

we have outlined the steps taken to enable such studies,

including the assessment of a wide range of multisystem

phenotypes, the establishment of the Systems Biology Sam-

ple Repository, and the use of next-generation sequencing

to characterize vervet reference genomes and genome-wide

genetic variation.

Over the next few years, we anticipate that a number of

systems biology projects will be carried out, both by mem-

bers of the collaborative team that has established these re-

sources and by other scientists who are attracted to this

model. In particular, we envision three broad types of studies

using these resources:

(1) Studies with a multistage experimental design: Although

extended pedigrees such as the VRC are ideal for initial

identification of QTL, the close relationship between the

pedigreed animals makes it difficult to resolve such loci

to the specific variant level. Here the possibility of fol-

lowing up such findings in large population samples

(e.g., from St. Kitts) will be invaluable.

(2) Intensive studies in captive populations of traits identi-

fied in wild populations: Although the large wild

populations of vervets available offer exceptional oppor-

tunities for observational studies, they are not ideal for

invasive or mechanistic investigations, which may be

then designed in colony samples. For example, mecha-

nistic studies of the ESN phenomenon discovered

in African C. a. pygerythrus samples could be carried

out in the South African Medical Research Council

using monkeys derived from the population in which the

phenomenon was discovered.

(3) Studies using the vervet as a translational model: Inter-

ventional studies in captive vervet populations provide

an opportunity to validate findings form human popula-

tions. Examples include controlled manipulation of diet

(e.g. introduction of a typical Western diet to investigate

cardiometabolic diseases).
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